Executive Summary

monitoring “ordinary telecommunications” (it is “surveillance”) and i

subjected to computer analysis with the help of “selectors”. These can relate to persons,

“

”

“

”

oversight which might exist over “ordinary” surveillance. Fourthly, controls have been weaker

–

“mass” surveillance

–

–

very broad terms to allow collection of data concerning “relevant” “foreign intelligence” or
of “relevance” to the investigation of terrorism.

Collection of intelligence for “the economic well being of the nation” m

intelligence may be very strong. The “third party” or “originator rule”

The Court’s case law on strategic surveillance is so far very limited,

from the ECtHR’s case law. The

ctance to admit in parliamentary oversight, which can thus affect not simply one’s own
agencies, but also those of one’s allies. In some states the doctrine of parliamentary

is of a “data protection” character,
e types of decision is “political” in
nature. What, by contrast, is more “political” is the prior decision taken, that somebody, or

I.

Introduction

FRA’s project

II. The scope of the present study - Definitions

esident’s Review Group on Intelligence and

The term “strategic surveillance” is often used to indicate that signals intelligence now
can involve monitoring “ordinary
”

The term “

” is occasionally used in this report. As explained

III. Is there a need for (improved) democratic control?
Generally

–

e Central Intelligence Agency’s Detention and Interrogation Program

Marty, D., “Abuse of state secrecy and national security: obstacles to parliamentary and judicial
scrutiny of human rights violations”, report for the Committee of Legal Affairs and Human Rights, PACE Doc.

returning “foreign fighters”. Radicalisation in the direction of violent extremism undoubtedly
–

targets are endless. “Lone wolf” terrorism is impossible to guard against. All of this creates

What is Strategic Surveillance?

are “targeted” in

investigators must have “probable cause”, “reasonable suspicion” or satisfy some similar

metadata is “data on data”

The bulk content is subjected to computer analysis with the help of “selectors”.

“

“

”). Contact chaining by means of metadata analysis also used for internal

”

hereinafter: “National Research Council”)
The National Research Council use “discriminant” to refer to terms employed to filter collection; as the
collected data (“selectors”). A “query” directed to collected data can combine several “selectors” (ibid., p. 38
For the sake of simplicity, “selector” is used for both terms in the present report.

Weaker controls over strategic surveillance?

Of course, monitoring how one’s citizens’ communicate with
foreigners also means monitoring one’s citizens. Anyway,

sense an “international” communication. Even to the extent that internal and external
ons now means that significant amounts of “internal” communications are
likely to be collected in the course of gathering up relevant “external” communications. Thus,

over “ordinary” surveillance (see below V(C)).

, i.e. including foreigners’
technological growth in the area, the creation of a “rights respecting” organizational culture is

The “reasonable expectations of privacy” test can be criticized, inter alia for making privacy contingent on

protection, “national security” is routinely an exception to these national s
might not need to comply with any of the originator state’s rules on data protection.
Mass Surveillance?

several Council of Europe states, involved “mass surveillance”. The concern caused by
“backbone” in the US. It led inter alia to the UN General Assembly adopting a resolution on

a contrast to “targeted”

Member States and their impact on EU citizens’ fundamental rights and on transa

– putting a large part of one’s private life in
off one’s mobile phone –
one’s online behavior is being recorded and
enforcement or security agencies can and does affect a person’s behavior.

e of Ministers on 11 June 2013 at the 1173rd meeting of the Ministers’

vast amounts of data. Their potential to engage in “mass
rveillance” is thus correspondingly greater.

relatively speaking, not “mass surveillance”. However, one must also take into account first
“
”
,000 individuals’ communications being intercepted, stored and processed.

by other signals intelligence agencies is “mass surveillance”

–

IV. Jurisdiction

over the high seas, or in the territory of another state, with that state’s permission, will not be

Barton Gellman, Julie Tate, and Ashkan Soltani. “In NSA
the foreigners who are”

The National Research Council report instead uses the terms “bulk” and “targeted” collection. It is pointed out
that it is misleading to say that any collection using selectors is “targeted”, because using a wide selecto
“Syria”) will mean that a great deal of data is collected. On their definition, it is not the amount of the data which
makes it “bulk” but the fact that a (larger) proportion of extra data is collected beyond currently known targets,

orities were violating international law. The Court considered that the term “law” refers back to
required proof in the form of “concordant infe

also be within “jurisdiction” for state parties to these treaties.
national law and states’ applicable human rights obligations.

done in compliance with B’s law

disclosure obligations may be backed by criminal sanctions under A’s law. This disclosure
will not be “unauthorized”, in the sense that the contract between the service provider and

international law” (para. 87). The Court in these circumstances found tha
For the ECHR, see Ilaşcu and Others v. Republic of Moldova and Russia, 8 July 2004, Ocalan v. Turkey, 12
stated: “The State party should

whose communications are under direct surveillance; (CCPR/C/USA/CO/4, para 22”. See also UN Special

the Court considered that “Signals emitted from foreign countries are monitored by
interception sites situated on German soil and the data collected are used in Germany” (para. 88).

V. Accountability - Constitutional and Organizational Contexts
Organization.

–

–

Form of the mandate.

Security priorities/the content of the mandate.
d the agency’s mandate is, is a crucial part of limiting the

data concerning “relevant” “foreign intelligence”
or data of “relevance” to the investigation of terrorism

p. 135 “The Board’s review of the Section
——
abroad… [these] typically indicate what ca

“

”

–
–

apply to everyone within the state’s jurisdiction.

this recognition of foreigner’s privacy rights still presumably

with the same rigor that it scrutinizes foreignness determinations.”

–

PDD 28, section 4 “All persons should be treated with dignity and respect, regardless of their nationality or
information”. It does not change the position of the US government that the ICCPR has no extraterritorial effect.
p. 100 “as a practical matter, non
trictions required by the different agencies’ minimization and/or targeting procedures. While these
U.S. person standards”.

“
nation”
economic espionage, to win commercial advantages for companies incorporated in a state’s

directed against one’s own corporations). These three areas are, proliferation of weapons of

telecommunication are within the state’s jurisdiction, then this is an internal communication,

relate “to the acts or intentions of persons outside the British Islands”.
PDD 28 section 2 “In no event may signals intelligence collected in bulk be used for the purpose of …affording
a competitive advantage to U.S. companies and U.S. business sectors commercially”. A footnote specif
“Certain economic purposes, such as identifying trade or sanctions violations or government influence or
”

“shared understandings” developed over many years of cooperation

A “foreign policy” limit which can be mentioned here is an undertaking not to transfer

Under the Swedish Act, section 1, “

ortance to Swedish foreign, security and defense policy.”

human rights, namely “If it is necessary for defense intelligence signals may be electronically

Section 2 “In no event may signals intelligence collected in bulk be used for the purpose of suppressing or
or religion..”.

develop the technology and methodology needed to conduct activities under this Act”.
the view that it is “absolutely
essential” that main norms concerning the internal security services be as clear as possible

Governmental control and tasking

security or police body to “task” the signals intelligence agency, either for only “strategic”

Network accountability

broken down into “packets”, sent on different routes, and then “reassembled” means that

intelligence agencies. The “third party” or “originator” rule (by which any use of intelligence

VI. Accountability for security activities and the case-law of the European Court of
Human Rights
General developments
the legitimate scope of the term. It has displayed skepticism as to states’ arguments that
“national security” was

“not to stretch the concept of “national security” beyond its natural meaning”.
did not function in practice. The ECtHR has decided three “rendition” cases, which

“
to define in advance”

Ekimzhiev cases mentioned earlier, see also Association “21 December 1989” and Others v. Romania,

–

No. 10425/03, 16 December 2008 (Expulsion on the basis of a “secret” report of the State

The ECHR and strategic surveillance generally
Thus, the ECtHR’s case law is only a point of d

“accordance with the law”. The former case was an admissibility decision, albeit an
t the issues of “necessity in a democratic
society”/proportionality and remedies have not yet been extensively discussed by the

The first issue to note is that “national security” is not limited to investigation

implication of the ECtHR’s approach is th

– accessible and otherwise fulfilling the ECtHR’s case law on
–

“

protection of information given to her by her sources.” One might argue by reference to ECHR Article 16 that

Op.cit, para. 79. In Liberty and others, the Court contented itself with stating that it “considers that
n applied” (para. 57).

dismissed the UK government’s argument
The Court stated that it “does not consider that there is any
“
“In particular, the G10 Act stated that the

monitoring order …Moreover, the rules on storing and destroying data obtained through
strategic monitoring were set out in detail in [the amended G10 Act] … The authorities

communications.”

The Court’s emphasis of the accessibility requiremen
“virtually unfettered” (para. 64) discretion the British legislation gave to the authorizing body.

GCHQ’s searching of this transferred material had not been “in accordance with the law”.

“cloud”. Here it should be stressed that even if the ISP gives its consent, for states bound by
personal data, the interference thus occurs even if the legal “owner” or controller of the data

of the malware, rather than open and on one occasion only. Following the ECtHR’s case law

Adapting ECHR standards to strategic surveillance

–

–

judicial review commission to give ex ante “binding advice” to
ther “exceptional measures” (Law on Intelligence and Security

zure of computers in a lawyer’s office –

order to acquire bulk content “shall specify what
surveillance], this proportion may not exceed 20%.” The actual proportions taken are in practic
–
–

involvement in terrorism that it should be possible to go on to check B, and C and D’s own
“relevance” for the investigation of terrorism,
“reasonable articulable suspicion”) is required,

PCLOB’s conclusion was that the NSA’s section 215 programme did not meet the test of efficacy and

period of up to two years, and could be searched to investigate any “serious crime”. The vagueness of the term
“serious crime” was one of the reasons for the CJEU annulling the directive

and others who are entitled to “privileged
communications” such as priests, and
ordinary surveillance is to require erasure of “privileged communications”.

ied “gatekeeper” and/or an external oversight body. The ECtHR’s case law, inter
surveillance of “privileged communications”. But unless there is evidence of involvement of

the latter must be performed by an independent, external body is apparent from the ECtHR’s

–

–

control or independent control over the issuing body’s activity.

VII. Internal and Governmental Controls as part of overall accountability systems
Generally

say that the Senate Intelligence Committee’s extensive report on the CIA illustrates the
–
–
Strategic surveillance

of recruitment and training. Several of PCLOB’s recommendations in the section 702 report relate to improved
privacy “sensitivity” training.

“translated” int

restraints on government ministers’ time, and their many other responsibilities, mean that in

VIII.

Parliamentary accountability

Generally

The Board stated: “Americans must not make the mistake of trusting officials”, Liberty and Security in a
sh signals intelligence agency has an “Integrity Council” consisting of three judges who

See France, Assemblée Nationale, Rapport D’information Déposé en Application de L’article 145 Du
Reglement par la Commission des Lois Constitutionnelles, de la Législation et de L’administration Générale de la
épublique, En Conclusion des Travaux d’une Mission d’information (1) Sur L’évaluation du Cadre Juridique
Applicable Aux Services de Renseignement, Enregistré à la Présidence de l’Assemblée nationale le 14 mai 2013

Parliamentary supervision of strategic surveillance

oversight, which can thus affect not simply one’s own agencies, but also those of one’s

The second type of decision is of a “data protection” character, which can be overseen
Neither of these types of decision is “political” in nature. What, by
contrast, is more “political” is the prior decision taken, that somebody, or something, is of

including on the functioning of the NSA’s strategic surveillance. However, criticism has been

–

exercises a degree of control over the “tasking” and the decision on how much, and what,

See e.g. Zegart, A. B., “The Domestic Politics of Irrational Intelligence Oversight,” 126 Political Science
–

Bipartisan Policy Organisation, Today’s Rising Terrorist Threat and the Danger to the United States: Reflectio

the BND’s minimization of the data. The G10 Commission must be notified in all cases where
s to whether data within the “core area” of privacy has been collected and

IX. Judicial Review and Authorization
Strategic surveillance

approves both the “Primary Order” authorizing the overall program and “Secondary Orders”

–
an “aggrieved person” —

—
–

stored metadata, the data must be “queried” by entering a telephone num
official or a specially authorized official must determine there is a “reasonable articulable
suspicion” that the identifier is associat
“seed,” known as the first “hop.” It can also include subsequent “hops,” or numbers indirectly

“reasonable articulable suspicion” determinations, prev

develop targeting and “minimization” procedures that must satisfy certain criteria. As part of the
review and approval of the government’s annual certifications, the court must appr

Memorandum of the United States in Response to the Court’s Order Dated Jan. 28, 2009 at 20, In re Prod. of
Transcript of President Obama’s Jan. 17 speech on NSA reforms, WASH. POST, Jan. 17, 2014,
(“Effective immediately, we will only
the current three”).

up that FISC’s

sample of the NSA’s and CIA’s U.S. person query terms, with supporting documentation. The

to FRA. SIUN then monitors FRA’s application of the selectors set by UNDOM. If

same political party, and before appointing members who are not from the President’s political party, the
d to protect US persons privacy. PCLOB’s oversight is mainly directed at securing

SIUN considers that UNDOM’s conditions are being diverged from, it can terminate the search

X. Accountability to Expert bodies

Act (2007:259) on processing of personal data in FRA’s intelligence and testin

rsonal information contained in the signals intelligence agency’s
The “originator” or third party rule cannot

for “fusion centres” for data of interest to internal security. This can obviously greatly

XI. Complaints mechanisms for Strategic surveillance

See in particular the 2007 Report para 87 “Unless and until they are in a position to make a reasonably
formed “second assessment”, a monitoring body is not a real safeguard…” and para. 237 “Bearing in mind the
security intelligence and “hard” data … it is imperative that some such supervisory body exists in every State, and
that it has sufficient powers, in law and practice, to perform control functions satisfactorily.”

provides that “

”
XII.Concluding remarks

individuals’

–

